et al.: Medical scribe helps patients and seals career path

BRIGHT LIGHTS

as well as patient confidentiality issues
before being paired with a doctor.
"This is the kind of communication
that every patient deserves from his or
her doctor," explains RMH emergency
physician Claire Plautz, who started
the program in October 2010 . "Scribes
are more thorough, they're well trained
and there's a continuous feedback loop.
While the scribe provides clinical docu-

'I definitely feel like I'll
have a leg up in that
third year of doctoral
school,' she says. 'I'll be
more prepared.'
- SALLY BOY D ('12)

Medical scribe Sally Boyd ('12) helps
provide better communication between
patients and hospital staff.

[Sally Boyd ('12)]

Medical scribe helps patients
and seals career path
BY JAMES HEFFERNAN ('96)

S

ally Boyd ('12) always knew that
she wanted a career in medicine,
but the psychology major in her
quest ion ed whether she could
handle the emotional strain of treating patients. "I cry a lot during Disney
movies," the Roanoke, Va., native admits
with a smile.
Boyd 's dreams of becoming a doctor
received a shot in the arm in the summer following her junior year when she
was invited to apply to the Rockingham
Memorial Hospital emergency depart-

ment's medical scribe program. "I had
previously volunteered at the local free
clinic in Harrisonburg, but I had very
little contact with patients," she says.
"So I was excited to be able to go into
the emergency room and see even small
procedures like stitches and staples being
performed."
Admission to the medical scribe program, part of the JMU-RMH Collaborative, is competitive. Students who make
the cut must undergo intensive training in medical terminology and coding
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mentation, I can focus on what I do best
- taking care of patients.
The result of the medical scribe program is better communication between
patient and provi der and a medical
record that's more accurate and more
reflective of the patient's visit.
Offering a modest salary, the medical
scribe program presently employs seven
pre-medical students, four of whom
are recent JMU graduates. For Boyd , a
cum laude graduate who financed her
own Madison education , the stipend
was an important factor in her decision
to become a scribe. But the experience
she has gained from documenting reallife interactions in a hospital emergency
room and conversing with hospital staff
has been career affirming. "Being in the
ER you see a wide range of things. You
see a lot of horrible things, but you also
see a lot of really good outcomes with
patients who really feel better and really
needed to be in the ER."
Boyd believes the scribe program will
help when she applies to medical schools.
"I definitely feel like I'll have a leg up in
that third year of doctoral school," she
says. "I'll be more prepared." Her end
goal is to become a primary-care physician, family doctor or pediatrician. ffi

*

Learn more about the JMU-RMH
Collaborative medical scribe program
at www.jmu.edu/jmuweb/general/news/
general12013.shtml.
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